
 

Make it a Christmas to remember with The Entertainer 
Christmas is edging ever nearer, and with it comes a time for presents. Whether the child you’re 

gifting is imaginative, practical, scientific, crafty or artistic, The Entertainer has a range of toys set to 
delight. So, to take away the panic of what to buy, The Entertainer has put together its top Christmas 

picks.  

For the budding scientist… 

Experimake Sludge & Slime – 8+ years 

If your child likes all things slimy and scary, this kit is for them. Including 
everything you need create sludgy goo, slime balls, scary snakes, an 
invisible monster and monster blood and bogies. Try throwing the slime 
balls at windows for a splatting good time! RRP: £20 

 

Experimake Explosions and Eruptions – 8+ years 

Children can make their own volcano erupt and learn about the science of it at 
the same time with this exciting set. The kit includes everything required to 
create mesmerising bubbling lava and fizzy bombs. Young scientists will also 
be able to inflate a balloon without blowing, and explode mini bombs of water 
and rockets! There’s even sparklers and a colourful explosion to be 
anticipated. RRP: £20 

Experimake Scent-sational Spa – 8+ years 

What better way to learn about the history of bathing than making your 
own fun bath accessories? This educational kit teaches children about 
the origin of spas, and the ancient ritual of bathing through interactive 
experimentation. It contains everything they would need to create fizzy 
bath bombs, scented bath salts, natural essential oils, exfoliating bath 
scrub and shampoo/shower gel. It also comes with a pretty heart shaped 
flask and shampoo bottle to keep the final creations in. RRP: £20 

For cuddly comforts… 

Snuggle Buddies Magical Light Up Star – 3+ years 

Twinkle twinkle light up star! This wonderful Magical Light Up Star from 
the Snuggle Buddies range is the perfect night time companion for your 
little one. With fun multi-coloured changing lights, this super soft star 
glows gently next to your child to comfort them as they fall asleep. RRP: 
£20 



 

For the animal lovers… 

Pitter Patter Pets Run Rabbit Run Playset – 3+ years 

Children can look after their very own little rabbits with this cute 
playset. They’ll love playing for hours with the three fluffy rabbit friends 
in their house, complete with tunnel and carrots. At the end of the day, 
they can even put the rabbits to bed! RRP: £25 

 
 
For imaginative play…  

Busy Me Electronic Cash Register – 3+ years 
 
This amazingly realistic cash register will have budding shopkeepers working 
away in no time. Including a microphone, calculator and even a chip and pin 
reader for card payments, this cash register is the real deal. With 30 pieces 
of pretend food and pretend money, little shopkeepers can weigh and scan 
the groceries before ringing up the total on the till. There’s even ten 
shopping category buttons, and seven different sounds - the perfect way to 
role play owning a business! RRP: £29.99 

For the beauty queens… 

Unique Boutique Nail Salon – 6+ years 

Little divas will love this glam nail kit, perfect for dress up time! 
Including three sets of pretend nails, six different nail polishes and 
lots of sparkling gems, children will have endless fun trying out 
different styles on their nails. Just use the air dryer to finish them off 
to perfection, and they’ll be ready to sparkle. RRP: £20 

 

For the creative… 

Nick Jr. Super Duper Dough Set – 3+ years 

Ready Steady Dough provides endless hours of entertainment! This 
huge box contains everything you need to have endless fun, with 
dough-cutters, tools, a Squeezy Shape machine, rolling pin and lots 
and more than 15 colours of dough. It really is Super Duper. RRP: £25 

 

 

 

 



 

Nickelodeon Bobble It Bobble Bag – 3+ years 

An ideal stocking filler, these cute little gifts are more than just a bag. 
Children can stretch it, mould it, bobble it… the possibilities are endless. 
Coming in a multitude of colours, the Bobble It Bobble Bags are collectable, 
too! RRP: £1 

 

For the crafty… 

Out of the Box Foil Pictures & Cards – 3+ years 

Little artists will love this crafty kit. Including a large foil picture and six 
foil greeting cards, kids will be preoccupied for hours decorating and 
personalising their designs. They’ll be amazed with the sparkly finished 
pictures! RRP: £10 

 

Out There Sew Your Own Sock Unicorn – 8+ years 

Children will have lots of fun making and creating their own sock 
unicorn with this set, which contains all you need to create your very 
own adorable cuddly unicorn from a pair of stripy pink socks. RRP: £10 

 

For more information about The Entertainer’s range of toys and to hear about the latest offers please 
visit: www.TheToyShop.com  

ENDS 

Note to Editors: 

For further information, high-res product images and samples please contact: 
entertainer@speedcomms.com or call 01179 339 449. 
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